A Level Computer Science – Summer assignment
Note: The summer assignment must be handed in, week beginning 3rd September
Which exam board do we do?
The exam board is AQA and you can find information about the course on their site at:
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/computer-science-and-it/as-and-a-level/computerscience-7516-7517
You will find past papers and the full specification on this website. The specification can be
found at: http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/computing/specifications/AQA-7516-7517-SP2015.PDF
How much time do I need to spend on independent study?
Your teacher will set homework/independent study tasks each week and will guide you as to
how much time to spend. 4 hours in total is the usual expectation. Here is an example of a
typical weekly schedule
1. Writing tasks 2hrs
2. Programming 2hrs (although you will find that more time to improve programming skills is needed)
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Using an appropriate programming language of your choice, you will plan and carry
out a programming solution to solve the following problem:

Help if you use Python
There are a number of window toolkits available for Python. Tkinter comes installed as part of Python.
It’s quite straight forward to use but doesn’t have as many different user interface components as
others (e.g. a table view widget).
wxPython and PyQt are both cross platform window toolkits that can be used with Python but are
only available as a separate download. Both of these come with GUI designers which allow you to
drag and drop widgets onto a form so you can build the user interface without writing any code.
You do, however, have to figure out how to import these into a Python project and make them do
something. This part is more complex than sticking with the default Tkinter libraries but challenge is a
good thing!

The final option is the Jython which allows you to write programs that use Java window
components entirely in Python. It is also a separate download. Of course, you may want to go
straight to using Java as learning a new language is always a good challenge and it’s not nearly
as difficult as learning your first!
Help if you use Java
If you are more interested in getting your feet wet with GUI design then Java is a good choice.
Whilst the syntax for Java can seem a bit daunting at first, it is actually quite easy to create a
simple user interface. Here is the download page for Java Development Kit:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html
You can also choose whether to use a plain text editor or a beginner IDE for Java such as:
http://www.bluej.org/
Whilst it’s probably not the best tutorial in the world, it is the official
one: http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/getStarted/index.html
Here is a very minimal Java GUI program (just 19 lines). It actually does quite a lot; it creates a
GUI window, adds a button, registers the button to listen for user clicks, displays the window
and prints a message when the button is pressed. Quite impressive for so few lines of code!

If you need guidance you can
email: jblack@fromecollege.org

